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Introduction

"e 1960s, regarded as a period of social, cultural, and political transformations, had an impact on 
all creative disciplines, including architecture, and witnessed the emergence of a young generation 
of architects within the counter-culture architecture of this period. "is new generation, which 
will be referred to as “the avant-gardes” throughout this article, was in the quest for a rede#nition 
of architectural space, which can transcend the constraints imposed by the established norms 
in architectural culture. To that end, these avant-garde architects and architecture collectives 
searched for new possibilities for producing space with the aid of innovative materials and 
experimental techniques. Among these possibilities, in!atable technology comes to the fore as 
one of the alternative media that manifest this generation’s critical stance on the orthodox modes 
of practicing architecture. "us, the in!atable structures were introduced into the architectural 
scene of the late 1960s and early 1970s as the alternative products of architecture – other than the 
building –, and they were embraced by such architecture collectives such as Archigram,  
Haus-Rucker-Co, Coop Himmelb(l)au to materialize their ideas into practice. 
Within this given frame, this paper starts with the assumption that there was an expansion 
from the idea of building as the ultimate product of architecture to that of “anti-building” as 
an alternative way of thinking of space in reference to the in!atable architecture of the 1960s. 
It claims that in!atable structures turned into creative environments that made this expansion 
visible and liberated architectural space from the con#nes of the idea that architecture should be 
solid and permanent. Along this line of thought, by zooming to a speci#c part of my master’s 
thesis research, it aims to inquire into the critical examples of temporary architecture, to re!ect 
on how they challenge architecture’s long-standing claim to permanence and thus attempt to 
transform the conventional relationship between architecture and time.
To do so, it presents a selection of in!atable structures that were produced between the late 
1960s and early 1970s. Claiming that these experimental spaces contribute to the expansion of 
the established boundaries of the discipline as they are situated at the margins of architectural 
culture, this research aims to provide a ground to discuss how in!atable structures turned into 
an avant-garde medium to reassess architecture’s relation with time during this period, which 
was characterized by technological as well as cultural transformations.

!e Avant-Gardes of the 1960s

"e late 1960s and early 1970s marked the emergence of an avant-garde aesthetics in 
architecture, which was mirrored by both the transformation of culture under the in!uence of 
the tumultuous atmosphere of the 1968 protests and the technological developments fueled 
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by the space race of the Cold War. In !e Radical Pedagogies Project, the authors de#ne the 
post-World War II years as “a period of collective de#ance against the authority of institutional, 
bureaucratic, and capitalist structures,” and situate the architectural radicalism of this period in 
the wider context of the post-war years: 

“"e world as it was known underwent drastic transformations on all scales – from the 
geopolitical landscape to the materials populating the new domestic environments – and 
utopian technological prophecies now manifested in a brave new world of computation, 
gadgets and spaceships. Architecture was not impervious to such shifts. Highly self-conscious, 
the architectural radicalism of this era exposed the anxieties about the discipline’s identity in a 
transformed world. A new generation refused to take architecture or its training as granted.”1

"e anxiety of this generation regarding the status of architecture in a changing world could 
be explained by their disillusionment with modern architecture and its unrealized ideals. 
Stating that “[w]ith the congestion and dislocation of cities, the monotony of suburban sprawl, 
the bleakness of high-rise housing developments, and the pollution of the environment, a 
vast realm of disenchantment emerged alongside the economic prosperity of postwar years,” 
Marc Dessauce presents the post-war condition as a “dispirited progress” in which “radical 
modernism lost its e$ervescence and ethical pretense.”2 However, this condition led the avant-
garde architects of this period to develop a critical perspective toward the dominant modes 
of architectural production and to question certain tenets of the discipline, starting from 
architecture’s long-standing claim to permanence. 
"is counter-movement in architecture directed harsh criticism at modernism and its values, 
and it has emerged as “a reaction against hyperfunctionalism of the post-war years.”3 For Renata 
Hejduk, the avant-garde opposition was formed around those who accused modernism of not 
ful#lling its potential and thus missing the opportunity of technology’s emancipatory power on 
society, as modernism was defeated by functionalism; accordingly, what the avant-gardes aimed 
for was to “exploit technology and rationality in architecture with the hope of counteracting 
the societal and bodily repressions of late-capitalism.”4 Positioning their ideas at the periphery 
of architectural discourse at that time, they started a series of experiments to materialize their 
radical ideas. In that sense, Hejduk explains the avant-gardes’ motive for experimenting by their 
engagement with “the culture of liberation and the hope of technology to create an architectural 
image of this philosophy/ideology.”5 For this reason, their experiments could be regarded as 
attempts to bridge between the ideal and the spatial, and thus give insight into how their ideas 
were translated into architectural spaces.

Experimenting with the In"atables

Given this frame, the rejection of orthodoxy was a hallmark of these avant-garde groups which 
structured their arguments against the strict tenets of the established conceptualization of 
space. Moving away from the concept of “#rmitas” as one pillar of the famous Vitruvian triad, 
which could be associated with such notions as permanence, stability, and endurance, these 

1  Anna Maria Meister, Beatriz Colomina, Evangelos Kotsioris, and Ignacio González Galán, “The Radical 
Pedagogies Project,” Volume no. 45 (2015): 33-64, accessed June 20, 2022, http://volumeproject.org/the-
radical-pedagogies-project/.

2  Marc Dessauce, “On Pneumatic Apparitions,” in The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in ‘68, ed. 
Marc Dessauce (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 13.

3  Marie-Ange Brayer, “Work and Play in Experimental Architecture, 1960-1970,” trans. Orhan Memed, 
Stream, no. 2 (2012), accessed June 20, 2022, https://www.pcastream.com/en/articles/work-and-play-in-
experimental-architecture-1960-1970-57.

4  Renata Hejduk, “Beyond Architecture: Technology, Freedom, and Play,” in 94th Annual Meeting of the 
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, eds. Renee Cheng and Patrick J. Tripeny (Washington, 
DC: Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, 2006), 230.

5  Ibid., 232.
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architects started to explore alternative methods and techniques for presenting a more !exible 
understanding of space. Among these possibilities, in!atable practices stand out as ambitious 
attempts to liberate the architectural space from conventional restrictions. In this context, 
the use of in!atable membrane as an innovative building material represents a shift from 
permanence to ephemerality in architecture, and it opens up new possibilities for challenging 
the pre-existing boundaries of architecture. 
In his seminal book Experimental Architecture, Peter Cook of Archigram states that the 1960s 
architecture marked “a central shift towards the comprehension of inventions which are not 
architectural in origin,” and he exempli#es this shift by referring to the pneumatic structures 
of the French architectural collective Utopie.6 Even though pneumatic technology was adopted 
by the counter-culture architects by the end of the 1960s, its use in air-supported structures 
was initially developed for the U.S. Air Force to protect radar antennas by the engineer Walter 
Bird in 1946.7 After its transfer into the material explorations in architecture, the in!atable 
membrane, as an invention imported from military applications, started to be widely used by 
the counter-culture architects in their architectural experiments and pervaded architectural 
culture during this period. At this point, it is essential to note that the avant-gardes were 
fascinated by pneumatic technology not only because of the enhancement of technical 
possibilities enabled by its use in the construction industry but also because it directly matched 
the avant-gardes’ vision regarding their conceptualization of space as it allowed them to design 
ephemeral, mobile and responsive spaces. In other words, this interest in in!atable architecture 
could be explained not only by technological developments and thus the introduction of 
plastic as a new building material into the built environment, but also by the sociocultural 
transformations which marked the movement of 1968 and their in!uence on architectural 
thinking, since the in!atable structures aligned well with such notions emerged out during this 
period as temporality, mobility, or performativity in architecture.
In his article titled “Monumental Windbags” published in New Society in April 1968, Reyner 
Banham mentioned this increasing interest in in!atable scenes as follows:

“"e in!atable scene is getting pretty densely populated, and spreads wide: from a window-
full of Blow-up furniture at Habitat, to a contract between Cedric Price, Frank Newby 
and the M of PWB for advanced research in in!atable structures: from aluminized Warhol 
Clouds !oating round Robert Fraser’s gallery, to the close-packed maths of Frei Otto’s 
Zugbeanspruchte Konstruktionen: from a nude in a transparent Quasar Khanh chair on the 
cover of Zeta, to an exhibition of Structures Gon"ables last month in Paris.”8 

Before publishing the article “Monumental Windbags,” Banham wrote another article in April 
1965, titled “A Home Is Not a House,” which proposes a portable bubble environment. In the 
article that was illustrated by French architect and artist François Dallegret, Banham opposed 
the traditional concept of “house” as a physical representation of “home” and used the phrase 
“hollow shell”9 to critique the Northern American tradition of the house. He claimed that 
the shell is inadequate in terms of some necessities such as heating and cooling to the extent 
that “Americans have always been prepared to pump more heat, light and power into their 
shelters than have other peoples.”10 To illustrate Banham’s radical ideas, Dallegret produced 

6  Peter Cook, Experimental Architecture (New York: Universe Books, 1970), 65.
7  Marc Dessauce, “Annotated Catalog of Works,” in The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in ‘68, 

ed. Marc Dessauce (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 130.
8  Reyner Banham, “Monumental Windbags,” in The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in ‘68, 

ed. Marc Dessauce (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 31-33. The article was originally 
published in New Society: Arts in Society (18 April 1968 vol. 11, no. 290), 569-570.

9  Banham excerpts the phrase “hollow shell” from “The Weather-Conditioned House” of Groff Conklin and 
quotes from him as follows: “A house is nothing but a hollow shell... a shell is all a house or any structure in 
which human beings live and work, really is. And most shells in nature are extraordinarily inefficient barriers 
to cold and heat…” See Reyner Banham, “A Home is not a House,” Art in America 53, no. 2 (1965): 73.

10  Ibid.
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six drawings. Among these drawings, the one titled “Un-House: Transportable Standard-of-
Living Package” depicted “an environment bubble” located on the top of a rock (Fig. 1). In the 
drawing, Banham and Dallegret were sitting naked under the transparent membrane around 
“the transportable standard-of-living package” and performing the necessities of everyday 
life. In that sense, the environment bubble refers to “a domesticated utopia equipped with 
modern amenities, freed from the #xity and permanence of the traditional home.”11 "rough 
in!atable technology, the proposal of Banham liberates the inhabitant from the constraints of 
permanence. Accordingly, the article “A Home Is Not a House” could be regarded as a seminal 
text that illustrates “the seismic shift in the way architecture’s relationship to technology was 
understood after the founding myths of modernism fell away.”12

11  Whitney Moon, “Pneumatic Decoys: Blowing Up Architecture,” in WORKING OUT | thinking while building, 
Proceedings of the ACSA Fall Conference, ed. Ted Cavanagh, Ursula Hartig & Sergio Palleroni (Halifax: 
N.S.: ACSA Press, 2014), 364.

12  Robert M. Rubin, “Unveiling the Unhouse,” Art in America, March 12, 2015, accessed June 20, 2022, 
https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/magazines/unveiling-the-unhouse/.

Fig. 1: Reyner Banham and François Dallegret, Un-House: Transportable Standard-of-Living Package, 1965.
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In this context, the in!atable structures proposed by the avant-garde architects of this period 
challenged the conventional idea of “architecture is building,” which is usually associated 
with the permanence of built form, and it expanded architectural discourse into the concept 
of anti-building, coined by the British architect Cedric Price. At that time, Price became a 
forerunner of the interest in in!atable structures in counter-culture architecture, insomuch 
that he appeared on the cover of Architectural Design magazine’s October issue in 1970, which 
depicted Price in!ating himself. Cedric Price and Frank Newby’s Air Structures Bibliography 
was also an extensive guide in showing the expanded possibilities of pneumatic technologies in 
architecture. "e bibliography, consisting of 240 pages, was published in 1972 as a product of 
the comprehensive investigation held by the Lightweight Enclosures Unit (LEU).13 Including 
a variety of written material such as “conference proceedings, published articles, books, and 
key texts on the subject of pneumatics,”14 it is one of the most informative documents on the 
in!atables published in this period. 
In addition to the publications of Banham and Price on the in!atables, some architecture 
collectives who were enthusiastic to share their ideas on in!atable structures published 
their own journals, booklets or even manuals. For example, the small-circulation magazine 
In"atocookbook was self-published in January 1971 by the group called Ant Farm, then it had 
a place in April 1971’s issue of Architectural Design (Fig. 2). Chip Lord, one of the members 
of Ant Farm, uses the words of “a how to manual, a cookbook”15 to describe their attempt. 

13  Lightweight Enclosures Unit (LEU) was an institution formed by Price and Newby in the United Kingdom in 
1969.

14  Whitney Moon, “Cedric Price: Radical Pragmatist, in Pursuit of Lightness,” Journal of Architectural 
Education 71, no.2 (2017): 177, https://doi.org/10.1080/10464883.2017.1340772.

15  This definition was excerpted from Lydia Kallipoliti’s interview with Chip Lord and Curtis Schreier, who 
were both members of collective editorial board of Inflatocookbook and members of Ant Farm. See Chip 

Fig. 2: Ant Farm, a page from Inflatocookbook, 1971. 
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In other words, it was basically an illustrated guide depicting how to create do-it-yourself 
pneumatics, which aimed to “gather information and skills learned in process and present it in 
an easily accessible format,” thus instructing users to construct their own “fast, cheap in!atables 
out of polyethylene and tape and support them with used fans.”16

Besides these publications, Structures Gon"ables [In!atable Structures] was a notable exhibition 
that showed the spread of in!atables in the architectural culture of the late 1960s. It was organized 
by the group “Utopie”17 at the Paris Musée d’Art Moderne in March 1968. For the exhibition, 
the group gathered over one hundred pneumatic objects, including “vehicles for land, sea, air, 
and space; machines and tools: security and protection devices; tanks, joints, shocks, molds, and 
co$erings; works of engineering and architecture; furniture, artworks, advertising props, and 
devices for entertainment and festivities.”18 Since most of the exhibited objects were daily life 
objects, the exhibition could be considered an attempt to relate the architectural space with the 
culture transforming through the emancipatory atmosphere and the inventory nature of this 
period. As cited by Marc Dessauce, the art historian Pierre Gaudibert regarded the exhibition as 
“the promising sign of a penetration of the aesthetic of everyday into the realm of the museum.”19 
In this regard, the exhibition Structures Gon"ables was one of the events which manifested the 
avant-gardes’ desire for a new aesthetics aligned with their ideas regarding the necessity of thinking 
architecture out of buildings. In this case, Utopie’s aspiration to challenge both the conventional 
ways of making architecture and its prerequisite notions such as “weight, permanence, expense 
and immobility”20 aligned perfectly with the capabilities of the in!atable structures. 
Considering the creative productivity of the late 1960s and early 1970s, the abovementioned 
works constitute only a small portion of the whole. Yet, they were selected as some noteworthy 
examples in terms of their impacts on contributing to the discussions on in!atable structures 
in architectural discourse. "e following part of this inquiry will discuss the notion of 
ephemerality introduced into the architectural scenes of the late 1960s and early 1970s by 
focusing on particular examples of the in!atable structures produced by the avant-garde 
collectives of this period.

!e Ephemerality of In"atables

In the L.A.W.U.N. Project No. 1, published in the ninth issue of Archigram in 1970, the group 
member David Greene criticizes the present architectural practice for not introducing “time” 
as a design element into the architectural culture. According to the comparison between the 
disciplines of art and architecture that Greene made, the lack of emphasis on the notion of 
time in architecture presented a belatedness, as expressed in the following words by him: “It’s 
funny that for some years now time has been an important in!uence in the ‘arts’, that is, except 
in architecture.”21 Archigram’s avant-garde approach to the notion of time was re!ected in 

Lord and Curtis Schreier, interviewed by Lydia Kallipoliti, in Clip, Stamp, Fold: The Radical Architecture of 
Little Magazines 196X to 197X, eds. Beatriz Colomina and Craig Buckley (New York: Princeton University 
Press, 2010), 409.

16  Ant Farm, Inflatocookbook, (1971. Reprint, San Francisco: Ant Corp, 1973), 3.
17  Rooted in the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Utopie was the group formed around the 

magazine “Utopie” with an editorial team including architects, urban planners and sociologists: Jean 
Aubert, Isabelle Auricoste, Jean Baudrillard, Catherine Cot, Jean-Paul Jungmann, René Lourau, Antoine 
Stinco and Hubert Tonka, which was active in Paris from 1967 to 1978.

18  Marc Dessauce, “Structures Gonflables,” in The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in ‘68, ed. 
Marc Dessauce (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 27.

19  Ibid.
20  Rosalie Genevro, “Introduction,” in The Inflatable Moment: Pneumatics and Protest in ‘68, ed. Marc 

Dessauce (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 8.
21  David Greene, “L.A.W.U.N. Project No. 1: Gardener’s Notebook,” Archigram 9. Reprinted in A Guide to 

Archigram 1961-74, ed. Dennis Crompton (London: Academy Editions; Berlin: Ernst & Sohn, 1994), 307. 
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the tendency toward the idea of ephemerality in their architectural experimentations, which 
manifest criticism of all forms of rigidity in the built environment. Accordingly, Greene claimed 
that “[m]ore and more people want to determine their own parameters of behavior… people 
are less and less prepared to accept imposed rules and patterns of behavior.”22 In parallel with 
his claim, he added a fragment of a poem in Archigram 9: 

“I have a desire for 
"e built environment 
To allow me to do 
My own thing.”23

In this context, for Archigram, the liberation of human behavior could be achieved by that of 
the built environment. "is could be epitomized in their experimental projects, such as the 1966 
proposal Cushicle and the 1967 proposal Suitaloon, in which in!atable technology was employed 
to create personalized spaces without the use of any rigid structure.24 "ese proposals provide 
!exibility to the occupants to transform their environments according to the changing modes of 
behavior and their need for privacy, independent of where they are located. In this regard, the 
projects Cushicle and Suitaloon, which were both designed by Archigram member Michael Webb, 
challenged the idea of the site as a #xed and geographical entity; in that sense, what they o$er 
is not only ephemerality but also mobility that allows the occupants to create their own isolated 
environments anywhere for “doing their own thing” with the aid of pneumatic membranes.
"e Cushicle is simply a backpack that enables the occupants to carry their environments and 
construct them by in!ating out when they need it.25 "e proposal consisted of two parts: 
the chassis, which served as the “armature” or “spinal” system as a support for carrying the 
services, and the enclosure part, which was a multi-layered in!atable envelope with such 
extra skins as viewing screens.26 As a developed version of the Cushicle project, the Suitaloon 
refers to a transportable living unit that can be worn like a second skin. Accordingly, Webb 
described his proposal as “a clothing for living in – or if it wasn’t for my Suitaloon I would 
have to buy a house.”27 Both proposals were accompanied by compact devices that allowed 
occupants to transform their environments into domestic spaces, yet their working mechanisms 
were slightly di$erent. In the project Cushicle, the bubble environment was provided by the 
whole mechanism of the Cushicle itself; on the other hand, the in!atable suit of the Suitaloon 
accommodated all the required services, and its Cushicle part serves as a “source of (a) 
movement, (b) a larger envelope than the suit can provide, (c) power.”28 For this reason, the 
Suitaloon project could be regarded as an improved version of the Cushicle, since it was extended 
with the in!atable suit as the complementary part of the design. In that sense, the in!atable suit 
of the Suitaloon is an independent mechanism that could also be used without its “Cushicle” 
part, as its mock-up was exhibited at the 1968 Milan Triennale.
In their statement for the 1968 Milan Triennale, the group Archigram underlined that they 
bene#ted from “the ability of objects and assemblies to metamorphose over a period of time,” 
and went on to say that “so that we are no longer stuck with monuments of a forgotten day.”29 

Before the ninth issue of Archigram published in 1970, the project was originally published in Architectural 
Design (September 1969 vol. 39, no. 7/6).

22  Ibid., 306.
23  Ibid.
24  For the images of Cushicle and Suitaloon projects, see the Archigram Archival Project, run by EXP, an 

architectural research group at the University of Westminster. 
25  Michael Webb, “The Cushicle,” Archigram 7. Reprinted in A Guide to Archigram 1961-74, ed. Dennis 

Crompton (London: Academy Editions; Berlin: Ernst & Sohn, 1994), 186.
26  Ibid.
27  Michael Webb, “The Suitaloon,” Archigram 8. Reprinted in A Guide to Archigram 1961-74, ed. Dennis 

Crompton (London: Academy Editions; Berlin: Ernst & Sohn, 1994), 207.
28  Ibid.
29  Peter Cook ed., Archigram (New York: Praeger Publications, 1973), 83.
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Fig. 3: Pages from Alles Ist Architektur showing Spray for Environmental Change (Svobodair) proposal 
designed by Hans Hollein and Peter Noever, juxtaposed with a photograph of Haus-Rucker-Co’s Balloon 
for Two.

Fig. 4: Haus-Rucker-Co, Cover, Krefeld 1971.
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As Peter Cook states, the group considers pneumatics as a tool for the “gradual erosion of 
monumentality” in architecture30 and thus advocates for a turn towards ephemerality, standing 
as a counterpoint to the permanence that monumentality implies, as expressed by Warren 
Chalk of Archigram in these following words: “"e world of architecture will eventually move 
away from the idea of buildings as something #xed, monumental, great and edifying, into a 
situation where buildings take their rightful place among the hardware of the world.”31 
"is resistance against permanency in the counter-culture architecture of this period could also 
be followed in the works of Haus-Rucker-Co, which was one of the architecture collectives 
searching for new ways of making architecture, and thus exploring the potential of in!atable 
structures. "e group was founded in 1967 by two fresh architecture graduates from the 
University of Vienna, Laurids Ortner and Günter Zamp Kelp, together with the painter Klaus 
Pinter, and later joined by Manfred Ortner in 1971.32 In their quest for a rede#nition of space 
liberated from the so-called conventional restrictions, radicality was a key aspect, as is evident 
from the group’s name: Haus-Rucker-Co, which was also a motto—“Häuser zu verrücken,” 
which means “rocking or shifting houses.”33 Most of the group’s in!atable proposals were in 
the form of temporary extensions from the facades or roofs of the existing buildings. Especially 
the Oase Nr. 7 project, designed for Documenta 5 in 1972, stands out as a signi#cant example 
in terms of showing the tension between the ephemerality of the in!atable structure and the 
permanence of the host building. "us, it has become “an iconic image of the group’s critical 
and spectacular rapport with the city, always seeking new ways of dwelling in it.”34

Before installing the Oase Nr. 7, the group built similar extension structures for the projects 
Balloon for Two and Cover: Shell around Haus Lange Museum. "e 1967 installation Balloon for 
Two, the #rst collective event of Haus-Rucker-Co after its founding, was a transparent sphere 
hung from the window of their studio in a Viennese apartment building, and it provided 
seating for two people with the aid of metal rods projected from the building.35 In Hans 
Hollein’s 1968 text Alles ist Architektur [Everything is Architecture], a photograph showing 
Haus-Rucker-Co’s Balloon for Two was juxtaposed with an image of Spray for Environmental 
Change (Svobodair) project, a #ctional proposal designed by Hans Hollein and Peter Noever to 
enable the o%ce workers to change their surroundings (Fig. 3). In their project Cover in!ated 
in 1971, they pushed the idea of extending from the host building even further, by enveloping 
Mies van der Rohe’s Haus Lange Museum in Krefeld with an in!atable sphere in order to protect 
it from the e$ects of air pollution (Fig. 4).36 
"e group’s series of air-in!ated installations continued with Oase Nr. 7 project, which was also 
a temporary intervention attached to an existing building (Fig. 5). "is installation, designed 
for Documenta 5 and presented in Kassel, Germany, referred to a pneumatic structure that 
was erected outside the facade of Fridericianum, which is one of the oldest public museums in 
Europe. "e project consisted of an in!atable transparent sphere and a steel structure, including 
a catwalk connected with a tubular ring for supporting the sphere. "is steel structure was 
completely enveloped by a sphere with a diameter of eight meters, made of PVC foil;37 thus, it 
o$ered a suspended platform that was in direct relation to the interior space of the museum. 

30  Cook, Experimental Architecture, 67.
31  Warren Chalk, “Hardware of a New World,” The Architectural Forum 125, no. 3 (October, 1966): 49, 

accessed June 20, 2022, http://www.usmodernist.org/AF/AF-1966-10.pdf.
32  “Haus-Rucker-Co,” Frac Centre-Val de Loire, accessed June 20, 2022, https://www.frac-centre.fr/_en/art-

and-architecture-collection/rub/rubauthors-316.html?authID=86.
33  Patrick Sisson, “More Than Hot Air: The Lasting Impact of Inflatable Architecture,” Curbed, January 21, 

2016, accessed June 20, 2022, https://www.curbed.com/2016/1/21/10844774/inflatable-architecture-
geodesic-dome-design-legacy.

34  “Haus-Rucker-Co.” 
35  “Balloon for 2,” Zamp Kelp, accessed June 20, 2022, https://www.zamp-kelp.com/balloon-for-2/.
36  “Haus-Rucker-Co.” 
37  “Oase Nr° 7, documenta 5, Kassel 1972,” Ortner & Ortner Baukunst, accessed June 20, 2022, https://

www.ortner-ortner.com/en/haus-rucker-co.
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Fig. 5: Haus-Rucker-Co, Oase Nr. 7 (Oasis No. 7) for Documenta 5, Kassel 1972.
Fig. 6: Coop Himmelb(l)au, Restless Sphere – Basel Contact, Basel 1971. 
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In that sense, through the steel structure connecting the in!atable sphere with the museum’s 
interior, Oase Nr. 7 is formed as a temporary extension to the Fridericianum building. "is 
temporary aspect that marks Haus-Rucker-Co’s designs is explained by Günter Zamp Kelp, 
one of the members of the group, with these words: “"e balloon came out every hour for 10 
minutes, out of a window, (or) an apartment ... then it disappeared again. So there’s a provisional 
aspect (to it), and a contrast to the normal, urban environment.”38 "e visibility of the idea 
of provisionality in the installation Oase Nr. 7, which is also emphasized in other in!atable 
proposals of the group, was achieved through intensifying the contrast between the in!atable 
extension and the neoclassical facade of the Fridericianum as the former refers to a temporary 
intervention while the latter is a permanent feature in the constructed imagery of the building. 
However, the permanence of the Fridericianum is not only due to the building’s physical 
durability, but also to the fact that institutional power is represented throughout the building’s 
speci#c history. Founded in 1779 as one of the #rst purpose-built public museums in Europe 
and designed by architect Simon Louis du Ry for Friedrich II, Landgrave of Hesse-Kassel, the 
Fridericianum Museum housed the art and antique collections of the landgrave, including 
sculptures, medals, maps, and scienti#c instruments, and a library with more than 100,000 
books.39 "e building, which was built in neoclassical style in line with the Enlightenment 
ideals of the time, has two wings accentuated with giant pilasters and separated by a central 
portico with six Ionic columns. "e temporal experience that Oase Nr. 7 project o$ered to the 
visitors of Documenta 5 is not independent of the permanence of the Fridericianum building; 
on the contrary, the idea behind the installation is the permanency of the Fridericianum. 
Its permanence is marked by its physical and institutional contexts, which are intertwined, 
and even support each other. In that sense, Oase Nr. 7 project challenges the physical and 
institutional permanency of its host structure; thus, it could be regarded as a critique of the 
permanent boundary of the Fridericianum, both as a building and as an institution. 
In Oase Nr. 7, Haus-Rucker-Co breaks out the installation from the con#nes of the exhibition 
space through a temporary extension to expand the permanent boundaries of its host 
institution. In accordance with the designed circulation for the visitors of Documenta 5, Oase 
Nr. 7 is a project that encouraged the visitors to get out of the conventional boundaries of 
the museum building, experience the in!atable bubble, and then return to the museum again 
to follow their route through the exhibition space. As Choi asserted, the in!atable bubble is 
not “an autonomous object,” as the structural integrity between the Fridericianum and Oase 
Nr. 7 connects the museum’s interior to its exterior through the circulation of the museum’s 
atmosphere.40 Accordingly, Oase Nr. 7 expands the physical boundary of the museum space 
with an extension attached to the façade of the Fridericianum. However, this project could 
also be considered as an attempt to expand the institutional boundaries of the Fridericianum 
through a critique of the conventional ways of display in the museum spaces.
A similar endeavor to expand the discipline of architecture from the boundaries of “making 
building” was pursued in the early works of the group Coop Himmelb(l)au, such as the 1968 
Villa Rosa, the 1968 Cloud, the 1969 Heart Space — Astro Balloon I-III, and the 1971 Restless 
Sphere – Basel Contact (Fig. 6). Especially the project Restless Sphere was a signi#cant work of 
the group that employed pneumatic technology to create encounters in public spaces. "e 
installation, as expressed by the group: “a demonstration showing the possibilities of pneumatic 
construction,” consists of an in!atable bubble of four meters in diameter, in which people walk 

38  Andrea Lo, “How the 1960s and 1970s inspired radical architecture,” CNN, May 16, 2018, accessed June 
20, 2022, https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/radical-architecture/index.html.

39  Pierre Bal-Blanc, Marina Fokidis, Quinn Latimer, Yorgos Makris and Marta Minujín, “What Foundations 
Have Been Laid for Them: The Building and Burning of Knowledge,” South as a State of Mind 6 (Fall/
Winter 2015): 7-25, accessed June 20, 2022, https://www.documenta14.de/en/south/29_what_
foundations_have_been_laid_for_them_the_building_and_burning_of_knowledge.

40  Esther Choi, “Atmospheres of Institutional Critique: Haus-Rucker-Co’s Pneumatic Temporality,” in Hippie 
Modernism: The Struggle for Utopia, ed. Andrew Blauvelt (Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 2015), 32.
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so that the sphere can move in the streets of Basel.41 For this reason, besides being “a transparent 
habitat,” it was also “a means of transportation with which they demonstratively rolled through 
Basel’s old town for a day” through its performative character, rooted in the relationship 
between the human body and the in!atable envelope.42 
Addressing some expansions of the body such as the “telephone booth,” the “helmets of jet 
pilots,” and the “development of space capsules and space suits” from Hans Hollein’s Alles Ist 
Arkitektur, Craig Buckley claimed that these body extensions’ becoming smaller contributes to 
“the expansion of human environment.”43 In that sense, in!atable technology could be regarded 
as a tool to imitate the human body’s abilities, such as performing and responding to changes. 
Similarly, Banham explained his fascination with in!atable structures by “the tendency to behave 
like an organism.”44 He states that the response of the in!atables to an external action causes a 
reaction that manifests that the bubble is living, breathing, and remaining in “its state of active 
homeostasis,” unlike the conventional architecture which stands rigidly, and ultimately reacts with 
its deterioration.45 Given this frame, the ephemeral nature of in!atables is rooted in their building 
for a short period but also in their performativity, mostly visible in their ability to adapt to external 
changes. Steiner explains the intrinsic ephemerality of the in!atables with the following words:

“Again the tension between form and formlessness was manifest, this time with the added 
component of never reaching a point where architecture was a #nished object; it was 
always in a stage of adaptation, from its inception to its dissolution. It was in this intrinsic 
ephemerality, this thematization of transience, that the virtues of pneumatics lay. Everything 
about responsive, air-supported structure spoke of continuous change.”46

In a similar vein, Brayer explains this phenomenon by the phrase “permanent adaptability,” 
and asserts that this dimension “transforms architecture into an environmental device, at once 
!exible and open, constructing in e$ect its own demise.”47 Accordingly, she referred to a quote 
from the 1972 book “Arthropods: New Design Futures” by Jim Burns: “Temporary structures, 
environments, expositions, in!atables, the object that, if we wish, can be made obsolete after 
use, will be perhaps replaced by other ‘models’.”48 In that sense, we can claim that the in!atables 
achieved a certain endurance dependent upon their ephemeral nature and the concomitant 
adaptability, as expressed by Greene’s words in Archigram 9: “"e temporary place, retained 
perhaps permanently in the memory. An architecture that exists only with reference to time.”49

Conclusion

As one of the most potent discursive proposals of architecture regarding its e$ect in the late 
1960s and early 1970s, the in!atable structures represented the avant-gardes’ desire to challenge 
orthodoxy in architecture and thus gathered these architects who shared similar visions 
regarding the transformation of architectural spaces. As an agent which contributed to the 
expansion of architecture towards its boundaries in many ways, as emphasized throughout the 
text, the in!atable structures served as a means to materialize this expansion in the architectural 

41  “First 10 Years,” Coop Himmelb(l)au, accessed June 20, 2022, https://coop-himmelblau.at/first-ten-years/.
42  Ibid.
43  Craig Buckley, “From Absolute to Everything: Taking Possession in “Alles Ist Architektur”,” Grey Room no. 

28 (Summer, 2007): 114, accessed May 19, 2019, http://www.jstor.org/stable/20442768.
44  Banham, “Monumental Windbags,” 33.
45  Ibid.
46  Hadas A. Steiner, “Bubbles: The Triumph of Software,” in Beyond Archigram: The Structure of Circulation 

(New York: Routledge, 2009), 157.
47  Brayer, “Work and Play in Experimental Architecture, 1960-1970.”
48  Jim Burns, Arthropods: New Design Futures (New York; Washington: Praeger Publishers, 1972), 43, 

quoted in Brayer, “Work and Play in Experimental Architecture, 1960-1970.”
49  Greene, “L.A.W.U.N. Project No. 1,” 307.
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culture of this period and thus provided a case to develop a better understanding of how 
this expansion occurred and challenged architecture’s long-standing claim to permanence. 
In this regard, these avant-garde experiments indicated a certain criticism of the established 
conceptualizations of architecture, starting from the presumed relationship between the 
discipline and time, and unfolding it into such related themes as monumentality, endurance, 
stability, and #rmness, which had for a long time de#ned the architectural object’s relation to 
its site and users. As a result of the questioning of these certain assumptions, the new de#nition 
of architectural space, which is embodied in the in!atable structures in the counter-culture 
of the 1960s, extends prior ones by opening up new discussions on the emerging concerns in 
architectural culture such as !exibility, mobility, and performativity. 
Within this frame, it is possible to discuss the notion of ephemerality in a twofold manner 
in the context of the in!atable structures of this period. First, as a matter of course, these 
spaces are ephemeral since not only were they planned to be erected for a short period of 
time, but they were also dynamic in form and responsive to external changes. And second, 
this revisiting potently reminds us that the boundaries of the discipline of architecture are 
quite ephemeral – and even permeable – in a way that allows for expansions, and there are 
alternative ways of doing architecture other than building as it is being experienced in current 
practices of architecture. Particularly in the context of the 1960s, the examples above could 
be regarded as creative attempts to challenge both the permanence of built environment and 
that of disciplinary boundaries since the notion of ephemerality was turned into a critical tool 
to materialize these architects’ ideas, and in turn, the in!atable structures contributed to the 
expansion of the architectural discourse. In that sense, this paper suggests approaching these 
spaces as both discursive practices and solid attempts to articulate the connection between the 
ideas and practices produced by the counter-culture architects of this period.
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